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Operator: Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by.  Welcome to the National 

Baseball Hall of Fame Conference Call with Jeff Bagwell.  During the 

presentation all participants will be in listen-only mode.  Afterwards we'll 

conduct a question and answer session. 

 

 At that time if you have a question, please press the 1 followed by the 4 on 

your telephone.  If at any time during the conference you need to reach an 

operator, please press the star 0. 

 

 As a reminder, this conference is being recorded Wednesday, January the 18th 

of 2017.  I will now turn the conference over to Jon Shestakofsky.  Please go 

ahead sir. 

 

Jon Shestakofsky: Hello everyone and welcome to the National Baseball Hall of Fame 

Conference Call with Jeff Bagwell, one of the newest Hall of Famers.  My 

name is Jon Shestakofsky, Vice President of Communications and Education 

at the Hall of Fame. 
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 As you know, within the last hour it was announced on MLB Network that 

Jeff along with Tim Raines and Ivan Rodriguez have been elected to the Hall 

of Fame via the BBWAA ballot. 

 

 Jeff, Tim and Ivan will formally be inducted into the Hall of Fame on Sunday, 

July 30 along with John Schuerholz and Bud Selig who are were elected via 

the Today's Game Era Committee last month. 

 

 Now before we open up for questions, I first want to say congratulations to 

Jeff.  And we'll give him now the opportunity to make an opening statement.  

Jeff. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Jon, thank you so much.  I mean I don't even know how I'm supposed to react 

but it's been a whirlwind and it's been fun and exciting and my family is very, 

very excited for this thing. 

 

 And, you know, I told my kids, “Hey man, I'm still going to be that dad, so it 

is what it is.”  But I could not be more excited.  I don't know.  It's a weird 

thing to be a Hall of Famer.  It's just - I wrote it on a ball tonight but it was 

kind of crazy.  So it was cool.  So thank you guys for taking the time out to 

actually talk to me. 

 

Jon Shestakofsky: Great.  Now (Julian), we're ready to take questions from the call participants. 

 

Operator: Oh, thank you.  Ladies and gentlemen, if you would like to register a question, 

please press the 1 followed by the 4 on your telephone.  You will hear a three-

toned prompt to acknowledge your request.  If your question has been 

answered and you would like to withdraw your registration, please press the 1 

followed by the 3.  If you're using a speakerphone, please lift your handset 

before entering your request.  One moment please for the first question. 
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 And our first question today comes from the line of Jerry Crasnick from 

espn.com.  Your line is open.  Please proceed. 

 

Jerry Crasnick: Hey Jeff.  Congratulations. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thanks Jerry.  I appreciate it. 

 

Jerry Crasnick: Yes.  Jeff, obviously you had a way, you know, (Biz) had a little bit of a way.  

Was there a time during it where you got a little bit discouraged maybe and 

thought that, you know, maybe this might just not happen and, you know, was 

there a point where you kind of started to get your hopes up a little bit more? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Yes.  I think so.  A little bit of that.  You know, you hear all the talk and 

rhetoric and all that kind of stuff.  But, you know, last year kind of came on 

me real quick and I was like what - what's going on. 

 

 And then this year it was kind of like well this is that chance that I could have 

to get in.  And, you know, I got excited and my family got excited and people 

got excited all, you know, throughout Houston.  And so it was a interesting 

process, which was very - I don't know.  Just anxiety was very, very high.  

And to hear what happened today it was a culmination of just a great time. 

 

Jerry Crasnick: One other quick think.  Your buddy, you know, Biggio went in a couple years 

ago I guess.  What's - that going to make it a little bit more special to join him 

in there so soon after? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Yes it will because, you know, when we went there, we went to the Hall of 

Fame and, you know, the Astros changed their colors back to orange again.  
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And to see all the people that were in Cooperstown wearing orange and 

walking down the street and all that, it was certainly fun. 

 

 I was so proud of Craig.  Just a super player that deserved to be in the Hall of 

Fame and to see him go in was just a lot of fun for me, you know, because, 

you know, this is an individual game. 

 

 When you get to - you start talking about Hall of Fame.  Now when you talk 

about team stuff that's a (bigger) story.  But, you know, Hall of Fame is an 

individual bill. 

 

 And Craig certainly deserved that and well worthy of being in the Hall of 

Fame.  And to be there for him was just amazing and I was excited and it was 

a fun time to be there. 

 

Jerry Crasnick: Thanks Jeff. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thank you. 

 

Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Bill Shaikin from the Los Angeles 

Times.  Your line is open.  Please proceed. 

 

Bill Shaikin: Thank you.  Congratulations. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thank you so much. 

 

Bill Shaikin: I wanted to ask… 

 

Jeff Bagwell: I appreciate it. 
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Bill Shaikin: …from the other side of the field.  You saw a lot of Vladimir Guerrero in your 

day.  Would you have voted for him and if you would have, can you 

understand why he wouldn't get in? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: I thought Vladi was a great player.  He was certainly fun to watch.  He was 

probably one of the more unpredictable players.  You really couldn't pitch to 

him.  But so much talent, so much vigor for the game to watch him play. 

 

 You know, I don't know how all this stuff works guys.  I mean I'm just here.  

You know, it takes time and, you know, I think Vladi's a Hall of Famer.  I 

think Vladi's a great, great player and never one person that I wanted to see up 

home plate in a big situation. 

 

 So I mean that's kind of the way I look stuff.  And he's like somebody that 

could - there was really no - nothing you could actually see.  You know, it's 

like man, I just hope he makes an out.  So that pretty much tells it for me. 

 

Bill Shaikin: Thank you.  Just one other quick question.  Have you ever met Larry 

Anderson? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Larry, yes.  I know LA.  Yes I do. 

 

Bill Shaikin: Yes. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: And I love him.  He used to - he used to make fun of me.  He'd say when I 

was flying bad, it was - he would tell me, he goes, “Hey man, you're making 

me look bad.  Now you got to step it up a little bit.”  So I love LA man. 

 

 He's a good person man.  Really funny and in case anybody doesn't know, 

actually look up his number.  He's pretty good at what he did. 
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Bill Shaikin: Okay.  Thank you.  Congratulations. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thank you.  I appreciate it. 

 

Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Brian McTaggart from mlb.com.  

Your line is open.  Please proceed. 

 

Brian McTaggart: Hey Baggie.  Congratulations. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thanks Tag.  Appreciate it man. 

 

Brian McTaggart: Just give us a sense what the moment was like when you got the call and who 

was there and, you know, what that next few minutes were like when you 

finally got that call. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Well my current family was here, all my kids, my close family.  Guys, I - 

man, it's kind of weird man.  I don't even know what it - I mean I'm still kind 

of in shock and running to the airport now.  I mean I just - it's kind of a weird 

deal.  I don't - I really - I'm not really sure where I'm at.  I'm just - I'm excited, 

I'm happy and it's just (hard pool) I guess. 

 

Brian McTaggart: How much do you think you will lean on Jeff over the next, you know, few 

months as you get - as you get ready for this and get ready for the induction 

day? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Lean on who Tag. 

 

Brian McTaggart: I'm sorry.  On Craig, on Biggio. 
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Jeff Bagwell: Oh, I'll probably lean more on our agent, Barry Axelrod because he's probably 

going to tell - well he probably told Craig what to do and now he's going to 

tell me what to do.  I think Craig's probably the same way, man.  He just 

enjoyed the situation, the time and just to be honored.  And I'm sure it's going 

to be crazy.  But I'm just trying to get through today. 

 

Brian McTaggart: Thanks.  Congrats. 

 

Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Bob Kuenster from Baseball Digest 

Magazine.  Your line is open.  Please proceed. 

 

Bob Kuenster: Congratulations Jeff. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thank you.  Appreciate it. 

 

Bob Kuenster: You played the game with such - you played the game with such great hustle 

and determination to win.  Was there any player or coach who inspired you to 

follow that path? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: You know, that's a good question.  I don't - I just think it - that was just the 

way to play.  I mean from a kid that - I mean I don't have all the ability in the 

world.  I mean I had a ton I guess of God given talent.  But not like crazy 

stuff. 

 

 So there was only one way to play it.  And, you know, I grew up watching 

Carl Yastrzemski and, you know, I just went after baseball the way I thought 

it was supposed to be done.  And I was very, very fortunate in my career that I 

got to be with Craig Biggio, (Ken Keminiti), guys like Steve Finley and 

Gonzalez, Luis Gonzalez. 
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 And, you know, man that's just how we played man.  And that's just the way I 

knew how to play baseball and that was just the way I went after it. 

 

Bob Kuenster: Okay.  Thank you. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thank you. 

 

Operator: Our next question comes from the line of Eno Sarris of FanGraphs.  Your line 

is open.  Please proceed. 

 

Eno Sarris: Hi Jeff.  Congratulations.  I just wanted to ask you if there was a major sort of 

on-field adjustment or things that you changed about the way you played the 

game early on to unlock your power and kind of put you on that run that 

started in '94.  Was there anything you can think back on that you - that 

change you made? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thank you.  And no.  I think my hitting coach, Rudy Jaramillo and I - you 

know, when I was in the minor leagues and all that kind of stuff, I used to hit a 

lot of balls with back, excuse me, (comspin). 

 

 And then I kind of learned how to change my hands a little bit and get a little 

bit of backspin and all that kind of stuff and that carried the ball and all that 

kind of stuff with whatever.  It just kind of worked out for me and my career. 

 

 I mean I don't know what the mindset was.  It just - kind of how my career 

kind of progressed.  I mean there's a lot of players that you just got to learn 

how to hit a little bit.  And I learned and, you know, I was very, very excited.  

Not really about that because just about learning to play baseball the right way 

and learning how to hit. 
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 And learning how to hit is very, very difficult.  And it takes a while 

sometimes.  And I was excited about that.  And nothing - I mean I didn't do it 

right all the time but, you know, I did the best I could. 

 

Eno Sarris: Thank you. 

 

Operator: Our next question today comes from the line of Henry Schulman from the San 

Francisco Chronicle.  Your line is open.  Please proceed. 

 

Henry Schulman: Congratulations Jeff.  One of your teammates - one of your teammates Roger 

Clemens and one you - that you played against for years, Barry Bonds both 

are at 53 or so percent of the vote after five years on the ballot.  I think we all 

know why.  I'm just wondering what your thoughts are on each of those 

players as how you feel - how you would feel about each of them being 

alongside you in Cooperstown someday. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Sure.  I'll make it very honest.  And I thank you for congratulating me.  But I 

mean just my honest opinion.  Barry Bonds is the best player I ever played 

against in my entire life.  Roger Clemens he's just like the best lefthander I 

ever played.  And I happen to be very, very fortunate that I got to play with 

two of the best pitchers of all time, Randy Johnson and Roger Clemens. 

 

 I mean man, they were just awesome.  And their demeanor - the way they 

went about their business was just amazing.  And I respect them and I don't 

know.  I'm a fan.  Let's put it that way. 

 

Henry Schulman: You're - I'm sorry.  You're what? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: I'm a fan. 
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Henry Schulman: Okay.  Thank you. 

 

Operator: Our next question comes from the line of (Robert Grayson) from Sport 

Profiles.  Your line is open.  Please proceed. 

 

(Robert Grayson): Yes.  Congratulations.  Hey Jeff, wonder if you could talk a little bit about the 

transition you made from third to first.  I heard that you got some bit of advice 

from Ozzie Smith about playing at first base. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: (I did). 

 

(Robert Grayson): But you felt that it was a bit of a tough transition at the beginning. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Well it was. 

 

(Robert Grayson): And I just wondered if you could talk about it. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Yes.  Thank you.  And yes it was because on - in third base most of your 

players are to your glove hand.  And the first base most of your players are to 

your backhand side if you're right handed.  So, you know, it was a challenge.  

To be honest with you, the good news is I played on turf so that made it a little 

bit easier.  But I did - but I did have a - but I did have a challenge. 

 

 But, you know, it wasn't that bad.  And Ozzie did help me.  You know, I talk 

about it every day.  Ozzie (going to have) to get me to talk about my backhand 

at first base on a pitching change, excuse me.  That was pretty cool.  You can't 

get a better instructional thing with Ozzie Smith that first (grade).  That was 

cool. 
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(Robert Grayson): And just one other quick thing.  The origin of you batting stance, where did 

that come from? 

 

Jeff Bagwell: I have no idea.  If you could tell me, write me a letter, let me know.  You 

know, my basic thing at the end of the day is I watched Tony Gwynn and he 

would spread out.  And I thought well, his head never moved.  And I, you 

know, when I was a kid, I tried to emulate Carl Yastrzemski.  Then I started to 

emulate Don Mattingly. 

 

 And then at the end of the day I was sitting there going no, my head is all over 

the place.  And once I spread out and kept it there, Tony Gwynn told me he 

said, “Man, keep you stance the same way it is all the time.  Don't mess with 

it.”  And, you know, that's what ended up and I still mess with it and it's 

terrible and don't ever teach your kids to be like that. 

 

(Robert Grayson): Thanks a lot. 

 

Jeff Bagwell: All right. 

 

Jon Shestakofsky: Hey, thanks everyone.  And thank you Jeff.  I know Jeff's at the airport and 

did us a great favor by being on the line for a brief time here.  So 

unfortunately we have to go. 

 

 But I do want to say one more time congratulations on your election to the 

Hall of Fame Jeff.  He will be available… 

 

Jeff Bagwell: Thanks Jon. 
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Jon Shestakofsky: …to media again tomorrow along with Tim Raines and Pudge Rodriguez at a 

press conference taking place at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City at 3:00 

pm Eastern.  And that will be broadcast live on MLB Network. 

 

 One note for media planning to attend the press conference, please email the 

Hall of Fame Communications Director, Craig Muder at 

cmuder@baseballhall.org.  Again, that's C-M-U-D-E-R@baseballhall.O-R-G 

if you plan to go. 

 

 Again, appreciate your time Jeff and thank you all for joining us.  We'll have a 

separate conference call coming up with the other two electees. 

 

Operator: Ladies and gentlemen, that does conclude the conference call for today.  We 

thank you for your participation and ask you to please… 

 

((Crosstalk)) 

 

Man: Just one second. 

 

 

END 
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